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Recently, the last take was shot in the production of a new film series  for HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management . The students and alumni
Maria Neschetna, Tim Mosig and Koon-Kiu Man allowed a camera team to take a glimpse into their private lives. They explain how they got into
competitive swimming, drawing or the passion of guiding and how this counterbalance helps them to tackle their studies and everyday student life at
Germany's first business school. HHL's Marketing Director Jana Vogel comments on the series, "We would like to paint a very personal portrait of our
students with these films. Even though they all study the same subject, they are very different personalities with varied cultural and personal backgrounds
and interests, all represented in one class. And this is exactly what makes for the special spirit at HHL."

"The HHL community lives off of its diversity"

Tim Mosig, graduate of the Master in Management Program (M.Sc.) and currently a doctoral candidate at HHL's Center for Leading Innovation and
Cooperation (CLIC) adds, "The HHL community lives off of its diversity, which is also represented by the students' off-campus activities. It is possible to
have hobbies in addition to completing a demanding program at HHL. "I was very happy about the opportunity to present my work as a tour guide for
Leipzig and the surrounding area, which I have been doing for ten years now since finishing a course at the Leipzig Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
as part of HHL's new film series."

To inspire as many students as possible, HHL will show the film series not only on its website but also on various online portals and education fairs. More
exciting portraits will follow this fall. http://www.hhl.de/blog/de/we-are-hhl/

HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management

HHL is a university-level institution and ranks amongst the leading international business schools. The goal of the oldest business school in
German-speaking Europe is to educate effective, responsible and entrepreneurially-minded leaders. HHL stands out for its excellent teaching, its clear
research focus, its effective knowledge transfer into practice as well as its outstanding student services. The courses of study include full and part-time
Master in Management as well as MBA programs, a Doctoral program and Executive Education. HHL is accredited by AACSB International. http://www.
hhl.de
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HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management
Die HHL ist eine universitäre Einrichtung und zählt zu den führenden internationalen Business Schools. Ziel der ältesten betriebswirtschaftlichen
Hochschule im deutschsprachigen Raum ist die Ausbildung leistungsfähiger, verantwortungsbewusster und unternehmerisch denkender
Führungspersönlichkeiten. Neben der internationalen Ausrichtung spielt die Verknüpfung von Theorie und Praxis eine herausragende Rolle. Die HHL
zeichnet sich aus durch exzellente Lehre, klare Forschungsorientierung und praxisnahen Transfer sowie hervorragenden Service für ihre Studierenden.
www.hhl.de
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